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– – It’s actually really hard to find an exciting teaching prop
 for £2.50 (from a charity shop)!  I did get a nice new coat though!

I have just taught a WOW lesson to my year 7's!
We were code breaking, who stole from the Bank of England and using algebra and substitution to

 decode clues.  The students loved and will have the alphabet song stuck in their head for the rest of
 the day!  They found it quite challenging too!  It was really nice to hear the students buzzing.

I just set fire to myself a lot. . . to demonstrate how the laws of thermodynamics can keep me
 safe even when I set fire to myself. Also to show the class that Science is about ‘why’. Why didn't it

hurt? Why do things happen, is there a scientific reason, if not, why?

-  I am having the best lesson with 10G1. . . I  have differentiated tasks and challenge and
 independent work happening! Plus the conversations are about the tasks!

I was given my first ever student voice sticker by Felix in year 7 on Friday, it was a lovely end to
 a hectic week I must say! #proud

Mission Catastrophe! 100 word writing competition – it really is challenging!
I’ve had the results of my end of unit test and I am so pleased with my

 progress!
Verb ending Jenga. . .amazing!

Independent work on our GCSE recitals – I am really challenged and I love it!
- I loved all the sessions but I especially enjoyed the Healthy Eating and

 Nutrition room.
Challenging work and new information about the female anatomy – I

 enjoyed a really great double lesson!
- I love learning about trench foot - it’s shocking!
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The first ITW of this academic
 year took place  in November
 and as we suspected, every
 member of staff met the
 challenge of  the week with
 enthusiasm!

This time the T&L team
 promoted the CHARITY SHOP
 CHALLENGE!

We all took part in a
 wonderfully creative week and
 CHARITY challenges included:

● A Banana Man costume!

● Cowboy hats!

● Boppit!

● A canvas wardrobe!
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Our weekly T&L Briefings continue to be a vibrant and exciting collaboration of ideas,
 strategies and training.  We are so proud of the growing number of contributors to these
 important training sessions.  This year we are focusing on delivering Challenge through
 Academic Research input as well as sophisticated Differentiation strategies.

T&L Briefing Schedule Autumn 2
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In response to feedback from teachers we are now building in sessions of . . .

These sessions will provide a valuable opportunity for curriculum teams to discuss the training,
 research and initiatives delivered in T&L Briefings and facilitate discussions about T&L in curriculum
 areas.  The feedback on the first session was overwhelmingly positive and teams sent summaries
 of their discussions to the T&L account.
 In future we aim to provide two Reflection Sessions per half term in order to further develop
 consistency across the curriculum.
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A brand new addition to the T&L  Bulletin is  This
 term she is reflecting on the challenge and the challenges of differentiation which is
 our school focus for this year - enjoy!

With a whole school focus on differentiation, I have been reflecting a lot on my practice in the
 classroom and the effect that it has. Getting the balance right of inclusion and differentiation
 is one of the hardest parts of teaching as Christian Bokhove puts it  ‘You could have an entire
 teaching career of purposeful practice – more than 10,000 hours – and still not quite crack it.’
 So what can we do as teachers to not only meet the needs of our learners, but to invigorate
 their learning?

I have been using ‘Student Experts’ in the room through a number of different ways –
 dependent on ability levels, age and the destination of the task. First up was my year 7 classes,
 I had my objectives clear on Edwards changes to the church, but how could I make it accessible
 but challenging? Each table had a pack of sources with varying levels of information, all of the
 students had to work as a team to work out the part they had. Students would then have to
 choose an ‘expert’ of their team to go around to the others and teach them about a specific
 part. This worked really well as I found students were keen to prove their skills and took the
 responsibility seriously.

I used ‘experts’ differently for my year 10 class. A large class with varying target levels but
 they all need to know how to evaluate the impact of the Depression on Hitler’s rise to power.
 After some small tasks revising the content:

·I had students identify their strengths on Germany.

·I then created a student list of experts.

·Ask students to choose what skills or knowledge they have where they can help others for
exam questions

·I put the list on a single table at the back and gave the experts a ticket, when a student asked
them for help – they would transfer the ticket and I would have new experts.

I had really positive feedback from the year 10 students as they said it was more accessible
 and it gave them a different perspective on how to look at exam questions.



The need for challenge in the classroom is ever pressing and with more challenges from the curriculum through to
 exams we need to keep on consistently challenging students in a variety of ways.  Differentiation and challenge
 work together and from using experts it was clear there was challenge throughout. But how are students challenged
 in every lesson?

Here are the different ways in which I include challenge:

● Specific questioning related to evaluation and analysis: discussion and written

● Open ended tasks

● Independent learning projects or aspects of lesson

● Allowing choice

● Experts

● Targeted questioning

● Text – selecting and deploying relevant material

● Students working together

● Creating success criteria and mark schemes

● Critical thinking

● Encouraging resilience

● Using academic language
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 The T&L team have entered in to some highly valuable discussions with the LS team on the
 subject of Differentiation.  One of the ‘issues’ that we have been debating is that teachers’
 differentiation strategies in the classroom can very often be highly subtle and therefore not easy
 to ‘spot’.  In order to address this and facilitate greater consistency, the T&L Team will be running
 LSA training on Differentiation strategies using resources and slides designed by KOB.  Teachers
 have also produced their curriculum’s ‘  for successful LSA collaboration in class
 and the T&L team aim to disseminate a definitive list early in the Spring Term - watch this space!

Super Challenge:
Do you think our society

would be different if
Henry was never King?

Was Henry VIII the most monstrous Tudor
monarch?

1. Sort your cards into evidence that
supports Henry was a star or a monster

2. Decide which factor you think makes
Henry seem most like a ‘Star’ or a
monster

3. What factor makes him seem the most
powerful? Is this good or not?

4. Can you make any links between the evidence?
Can you make your own categories?
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Our very first Teaching and Learning Titbit launched this half term!  The T&L team will be sending out  interesting
 articles and action-based research once a half term in order to build in strategies that are proven to  have an impact
 on students’ learning.  Our first Titbit is a blog post written by Tom Sherrington entitled Evidence-informed ideas that
 all teachers should know about!  - A nice short one to ease you in!

Sherrington briefly shares the implications of 11 evidence-informed ideas which he views as pivotal for teaching  and
 learning.  These are:

● Learning is about knowledge in long-term memory, not immediate performance

● Memory is strengthened by retrieval practice

● Learning builds in schemas; knowledge allows you to accrue more knowledge; you can’t build a house without foundations

● Direct instruction is most important with novice learners, especially those with weak prior knowledge and low
confidence

● We remember what we think about – memory is the residue of thought

● Responsive teaching – a two-way interactive proves – is essential: more effective teachers ask more questions to  more
students, in more depth, checking for understanding, involving all learners

● The optimal success rate for learning is high but not 100%: successful learning stems from early success; growth mindsets are
reinforced by success through effort, not constant failure – and not a constant false confidence through under-challenge

● Learning is most effective when cognitive load is optimised

● Learning styles are bunkum

● Bloom’s taxonomy was never a triangle with ‘regurgitating facts’ at the bottom and ‘creativity’ at the top

● Cooperative learning or group work can be extremely effective – but most often it Is not because of how it is done.
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I have been reading various academic research on what motivates students and how to sustain that motivation
 throughout the year. With my year 11 class in mind, I knew I would have to introduce some kind of competition in
 order to keep their focus throughout the year, especially during revision and the mock exam period.

Schunk concludes from his research that student motivation comes from ‘self-efficacy’. ‘Self-efficacy is not the only
 influence on behaviour, behaviour is a function of many variables. In achievement settings some other important
 variables are skills, outcome expectations, and the perceived value of outcomes’ – so in a nutshell, if students have
 an  end goal that they work towards in small steps it will keep motivation consistent.

Schunk discussed how self-efficacy might operate during academic learning. At the start of an activity, students differ
 in their beliefs about their capabilities to acquire knowledge, perform skills, master the material, and so forth. Initial
 self-efficacy varies as a function of aptitude (e.g., abilities and attitudes) and prior experience. Such personal factors
 as goal setting and information processing, along with situational factors (e.g., rewards and teacher feedback), affect
 students while they are working. From these factors students derive cues signalling how well they are learning, which
 they use to assess efficacy for further learning. Motivation is enhanced when students perceive they are making
 progress in learning. In turn, as students work on tasks and become more skilful, they maintain a sense of self-efficacy
 for performing well.

With this at the forefront, I decided to introduce a ‘Champions league’ for 11B1. ‘Given adequate skills, positive
 outcome expectations, and personally valued outcomes, self-efficacy is hypothesized to influence the choice and
 direction of much human behaviour’ was my line of thinking for this! The ultimate goal was to gain the most points to
 win the league but I included a ‘European Cup’ for the teams that didn’t win the group stages so that all students
 were included. . .even if they had trailed off for a bit.

I have 21 students in my class and each picked a team from the 6 groups. They could gain 5 points a week from the
 result of their weekly exam question and homework. (up to 3 points if they met target grade for exam question and
 up to 2 points for good homework). I introduced these rules to the class and they decided that they wanted to add
 ‘goal difference’ which was dependent on behaviour and attending revision sessions – this could go up and down.
 This directly linked to Schunk’s self-efficacy idea in practice.

Well so far, so good! Every Tuesday we update the chart and it is a consistent reference after lessons, WTM and
 homework feedback. . . and the sense of competition is really motivating students to win. They have chosen what
 they want if they win and it’s a reminder of what hard work can get. So the self-efficacy is having an impact in the
 way that the students have a weekly goal (with rewards) that will lead to an ultimate goal of achieving their grade
 (with an added sprinkle of the winner’s presents!)
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T&L HUB!
 No longer a dark, empty cupboard. . .the T&L HUB
 is alive with activity!  We have had so many visitors
 this term!  If you are looking for inspiration. . .a new
 teaching prop. . .an innovative idea/strategy pop in
 and see us - you’ll be amazed at what you might
 find. . .



The Teaching & Learning Student Voice team are a dynamic, voracious and pragmatic group of students. The
group is comprised of students from a range of abilities and year groups spanning across the school community.
These students are confident and progressive-thinking individuals who value the experience of being able to
offer insightful and valid contributions to the Teaching & Learning Team’s work at Regents Park Community
College.

The Teaching & Learning Student Voice team meet weekly in an open and honest forum.  During our meetings
we explore the results of Student Voice surveys carried out by the Teaching & Learning Team to ascertain the
ways we may use the results to enhance Teaching & Learning at Regents Park Community College.

The group will also be involved in some of the planning for our Innovative Teaching Week(s) that are held
throughout the year, and also in the evaluation of the process and its impact on Learning at Regents Park
Community College.

The Teaching & Learning Student Voice team are encouraged to demonstrate maturity and respect in
representing the views of their peers and they will demonstrate this when they conduct student interviews linked
to the Teaching & Learning team’s projects.

As ambassadors for the Teaching & Learning team, the students will disseminate research conclusions, student
survey results and the team’s ethos and future plans in line with the school’s vision to their peers across the college
community.



The T&L SV Team are still out and about awarding their stickers -
Look out for them. . . Sometimes they might just appear

 inside an  exercise book. . .or on your desk!  Then you will be as happy as these two happy
 teachers!
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MB & TR are leading the Academic Resilience Approach project this year in alliance with
SUN.  They have conducted SLT, staff and student audits to gather the data required to
support the project.  SUN delivered a training session to teachers in our T&L Briefing on the
14th November.  It’s a very exciting project and as we continue to focus on mental health as
a school the findings, outcomes and action points that this project reveals will be highly
beneficial to staff and students. . . Watch this space for more up-dates from TR & MB!
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We wore goggles so that we could be scientists and
‘examine’ our random objects in lots of detail before writing
creatively about them!

I engaged them with questions about their
knowledge of drama, then they worked in small groups with a
prop from the T&L HUB then they performed and finished with
a game of wink murder.

I have just taught a WOW lesson to my year
 7's.

We were code breaking, who stole from the Bank
 of England and using algebra and substitution to
 decode clues. The students loved and will have the
 alphabet  song stuck in their head for the rest of
 the day!
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The T&L Team are focusing on
 Action Research this year and the
 recent CPD training was well
 attended.  We encourage
 colleagues to collaborate to  design
 bespoke research projects that will
 have measurable impact. There
 were some very exciting discussions
 and plans in-the- making!
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I used the ‘prop’  for an Alien investigation for the Sci-Fi unit - the students had
differentiated missions and the students who needed most support for each target were given a
suit and the responsibility of 'lead investigator' so that they had more support and learned by
teaching others. (They weren't told they needed the most support)

JF
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Ahoj!
That's Czech for 'hello' by the way! (Pronounced 'ahoy')
Next Wednesday (26th) is the European Day of Languages, which is a day

 celebrated across Europe. It is a day to promote cultural and linguistic
 diversity. Indeed we have a rich linguistic culture in the school, with
 approximately 25-30 languages being spoken by our students in their home
 environments.

In addition to assemblies, there will be a competition for students to
 participate in, whereby students should decorate a section of bunting. I will
 be putting copies of the bunting into Y7,8,9 tutors pigeon holes. Y10 and 11
 tutors could you let me know if you have anyone wanting to participate and
 I will provide you with bunting to decorate. I have also attached the
 template in case you would like to make further copies, as I appreciate it's
 not everyone's cup of tea. The theme for the bunting should be in keeping
 with European Day of Languages - promoting tolerance and diversity as well
 as the love of languages. I

European Day of Languages! 2018
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During today’s English lesson he became the co-teacher. As I led the discussions he used the
 visualizer and annotated his copy of the poem, as the other students copied the annotations.

You can see the amazing result of this!



 was quite excited about using
 some retrieval practice activities for
 the first time today.

See slide. . .
Red is last lesson, next one is last

 week, next one is 2 weeks ago,
 the last one is a long time ago.

Trialled with Y9 and 11 and
 completed as a game...
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PW delivered a session on Differentiation that taught
 teachers to evaluate their own IT skills - it was fantastic
 . . . and enlightening!

RS wowed us with a Human Pac-man strategy that
 had us all moving around the room making Pac-man
 noises?!  We were delighted to see Science utilising this
 innovative strategy in the lessons the following week
 and the students loved it!
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The T&L Team lead the second successful RPCC Year 7 PA Exam
 in October this year.  The students were fantastic and a
 fabulous 9 students scored maximum marks in the exam!

Every student passed the exam and they have been awarded
 with their green PA Pen and a certificate to celebrate their
 achievement!
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